APPENDIX 4

TAT STORY WRITING SHEET

INSTRUCTIONS

This is a test of creative imagination. You will be given a booklet of four pictures and the pictures are so arranged that you can see only one picture at a time and if you turn over that page you will find a blank-blue sheet and if you turn over that blue sheet then you will be able to see the next picture. For each picture you will have twenty seconds to look at and then four minutes to write a story about it. Please note that there are four pages in this story writing booklet, and there are four questions on each page. You have to spend about a minute on each question, so that you can complete the story within four minutes. At the end of every minute you will be warned, so that you can move to the next question. In case, you complete the plot of one question, before the minute is over, you can start writing the plot for the next questions, they are just to help you in constructing a beautiful story.

Obviously, there are no right or wrong answer so you may feel free to make up any kind of a story about the picture that you choose. Try to make the story clear and dramatic.
TAT PICTURE TEST 3
TAT PICTURE TEST 4